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Tuition may increase despite 25/75 rule 
BOR committee voted to reinstate the 25175 rule, but failed to eliminate differential tuition 
by Cynthia Conlin 
CENTRAL FLORIDA ·FUTURE 
In what Florida State Representative Bill Sublett 
called "the most complicated committee meeting" he 
had ever attended, representatives argued Thursday 
over a bill that could result in an annual tuition 
increase of 10 percent for selected state universities. 
The arguments will continue at a full committee 
meeting Wednesday, when representatives will decide 
whether or not to keep the differential tuition amend-
ment proposed. The committee vote~ 6-4 in favor of the 
amendment Thursday. 
"We succeeded in passing an amendment to rein-_ 
state the old 25-75 rule," Sublett said of last week's 
meeting in Tallahassee. However, he said, "We failed to 
pass an amendment to eliminate differential tuition." 
"That will mean a school like the University of 
Florida or Florida State University can charge more t9 
attend it," Sublett continued. "It's a first step in a 
flagship university system. 
"We're fighting over how the statute is interpreted," 
Sublett said. "It wouldn't-be so confusing if we could 
Students 
convert a car· 
to electric 
by Dave Bauer 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Thirteen UCF engineering students 
are in the process of turning an ordinary 
1985 Mercury Lynx into a non-polluting 
electric car. 
The project will be entered in the Clean 
Air Grand Prix, a national competition for 
electric cars, to be held at the Atlanta 
Motor Speedway in May. 
Bill Young, a Florida Solar Research 
Center engineer and faculty adviser to the 
group building the car, hopes the clean air 
vehicle will increase awareness of alterna-
tive-energy transportation. 
The clean-air association is organizing 
the event along with the U.S. Department 
of Energy. Its goal is to educate students 
about electric vehicles and show the com-
munity the benefits of using electric cars, 
Young said. 
agree on the language." are UF and FSU, he said. 
The 25-75 rule, which puts a cap on tuition, and the "It will create an elitist system, and probably go 
differential tuition proposal are two of 10 issues in a large backward in time ... and affect the minority students," 
billthefinancingandprogrammingsubcommitteeofbigher Dibona said. "This will create a real economic barrier. 
education voted on Thursday. Other issues in the bill were "This is a [proposed] stunt of growth, and the UCF 
less oontroversial, Sublett said students should realize this," Dibona 
Members of UCF's Student Govern- said. "Thiswilldonothingtoincrease 
ment, including President Jason Dibona, ''It's a first step in the value of their degrees." 
have gone to Tallahassee for direct lobby- a flagship univer- Sublett and members ofSG are urg-
ing against the tuition issues. ing students to write letters to Florida 
"Two years ago, the legislature and the sity system.,, representatives and state senators. 
Board of Regents decided 25 percent was Sublett said letters from parents are 
enough for student payment of tuition," •· Biii Sublett usually more effective because most 
Dibona said, explaining the 25-75 rule. FLA. REPRESENTATIVE representativesfeelparentsaretheones 
"Apparently, budget cuts have changed paying the tuition, even though this is 
people's reactions." •••••••- not always the case. 
If the differential tuition amendment is passed, it "The representatives listen better to the parents," 
will impact the state university system. Subleit said. · 
"The legislatures [who voted for differential tu- "We're going to do everything we can to continue the 
ition] stated they were in favor of developing a fight," Dibona said. "We're. going to tie up their [the 
flagship university system, where one or two univer- legislators] phones; we're going to tie up their mail." 
sitiesarefavoredovertherestofthem," Dibona said. Dibona said he wants to get UCF alumni as well as 
The two most likely to be affecte~ by raised tuition students involved. 
The process of converting a car from a 
combustion engine to an electric motor is 
quite detailed. According to Steve Thomas, 
a student who is heading the project, the 
CAR continued page 3 
Junior Kerry Musante, a biology major, checks out a display about Orlando, the City of Light, at 
the University of Central Florida's Library. The display was presented to the library by the Dr. 
Phillips Foundation. The display is one of many in the library. co.eo.r1FuruRE> 
Florida Sp0rts Hall of Fame inducts fonner UCF Coach Clark 
by Jiii Krueger 
NEWS EDITOR 
Former University of Central Florida Running 
Knights' head coach Gene "Torchy" Clark will be in-
ducted into the Florida Sports Hall of Fame April 19. 
Clmk. will be the first UCF coach to make it into the 
Florida Sports Hall of Fame. 
During his 14-year career at UCF, the men's 
basketball team won 277 games and lost 89. His 
team also won 5 out of 8 Sunshine Championships 
and he was voted College Coach of the Year for four 
consecutive years in Florida. 
Duringthe 1977-78season, Clark's team won24straight 
CLASSIFIEDS page 8 
games, setting a school record. 
Clark coached basketball and football at Xavier High 
School in WlSOOilsin before coming to UCF. His basketball 
team won 241 games out of 2.64 and 15 of 16 oonference 
championships. 
Currently, Clark coaches boys basketball at Trin-
ity Prep. 
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UCF plans "larger, more balanced" 
course schedule for summer terms 
Dear Students: 
I trust that by now you are well 
settled into spring term courses. As 
you may know, UCF added nearly 
400 additional class sections in the 
fall and spring terms so that you 
would have greater opportunities to 
enroll in the courses you need. 
Our action-backed commitment 
to help you make timely progress 
toward completion of your UCF 
education will be evident in the 
summer schedule of courses as well. UCF's success in 
meeting enrollment targets in the fall and spring terms 
means we retain funding that would have been lost. 
This will enable us to offer a larger and more balanced 
course schedule · this summer. As you begin to plan your 
summer, please consider that the 1993 summer offering 
will be better than it has been in several years. 
We are making efforts to produce 
the summer schedule a bit earlier this 
year. The printed schedule should be 
available by mid-March. If earlier 
information is essential, you might 
consult the academic departments or 
your faculty advisor. They should 
have a good understanding of 
summer offerings before publication_ 
of the schedule. 
I hope each of you is making 
solid educational progress this term. 
UCF will continue to take steps to 
ehhance that progress and to enrich your 
educational experiences here. 
dia ly yours, 
<!. ~ 
hn C. Hitt 
Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller: 
a full Macintosh line for all your needs. 
-You're not the only 
uruts this semester. 
Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new for even more power, the Macintosh Centris"' 610. See these new computers 
line of full-featured Macintosh" computers ever. Theres the Apple~ Macintnsh today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing, 
Color Clas.sic - a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh as well as service during college~ And experience the powerof Macintosh. '-
LC III, which runs 50% faster than its top-selling predeces.5or, the LC II. And, The power more college students choose. The power to be your besr . .. 
For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building 
Open 8:30am - 4:30pm Mon - Thurs and Fri 8:30am - 4:00 pm · 
or call the Macintosh Sales Office at 823-5434 
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Tired of History 101? Try Porn 150 
College Press Service 
and this is one of the largest that has social weight to it," he said wrhe course feminist pornography. 
gone unaddressed," Penley said. studies pornography as a fact, in the sense There has been no controversy about 
Constance Penley admits she had This class has all kinds of porn: orIIere'ssomethingthatexist.sintheworld the class on campus -Penley said she 
twinges of embarrassment straight, gay, lesbian, femi- and let's take a look at it."' has the full backing of her department 
· when her film class first ~~~~~~~~ nistandevenamateur. The Pomfilmsfrom1891untilthepresent and the administration. She did say, 
met in January. Her stu- "We're trving to students have to be are sho~, Penley said. Such films in- however, that the Santa Barbara_Anti-
dents at the University of 'r screened before being ad- elude "Animal Locomotion" (1891), 'The Pornography Coalition had called, say-
California-Santa Barbara define it (porn) mitted to the class, and al- Gay Shoe Clerk" (1903), to the March 3 ing they had heard "Deep Throat" was 
probablyfeltthesameway, as a genre.,, though the Film /Studies premiere of director-producer Candida being shown on campus. However, the 
she said. Department had allocated Royalle's "Revelation." group is mostly concerned 
But then again, those on 20 openings, 70 students Even Madonna mRkes the with young children seeing 
bothsideofthepodiumhad • Constance Penley were admitted. list,with"Erotica"and"Jus- ''Pornography··· porn,soshewasn'tworried 
everyrighttobesqueamish uc SANTA BARBARA "When I walked into tify My Love." Readings in- has political and about itsreactionstoshow-
abouttheclasssubject:The class the first day I saw 70 clude"GayMalePorn: Com- ~,.., · ,,..t ,, ing the films on campus. 
four-creditcourseisastudy terrified faces. Even I didn't ing To Terms" by Richard SOClct1Welgi 1 ••• Penley said she wants to 
of pornography as a film genre. That's know what to expect," Penley said. "I Dyer and "Bush League: teach the class again. In 
right, thekindoffilmsMomandDadtold think everyone feels funny beingin this Homemade Porn - Play- • Edward Branigan demystifyingporn, she said, 
you never to watch are being shown in class." ingSoonataBedroomNear FILM STUDIES CHAIR thegenrecanbeviewedasa 
"Film Studies 150 PG Special Topics in Only those willing to take a serious You" by Manohla Dargis. serious film type. That still 
Film Genre: Pornographic Film." - look at pornography and all its different Penley said that porn, doesn't cut down the anxiety 
"DeepThroat"and"SuburbanDykes" outlets were let in, said Edward contrary to popular conception, does level among her students, however. 
aren't exactly'The Sound ofMusic." But, Branigan, chair of the Film Studies De- not necessarily depict violent degrada- "I think thatwethinkpornographyfilms 
that's the point. partment. tion of women. She said new academic arehorrorfilms.Myclassisactuallyseeing 
"We're trying to define it (porn) as a "We wanted very serious students from eVidence suggests there is little vio- it for what it is. rm trying to get over the 
genre. Our film program tries to give a different disciplines. Pornography is a very Jenee against women in porn, and a misconceptions of what porno films are," 
comprehensivesurveyinAmericanfilm, highlychargedgenrethathaspoliticaland growing segment in the industry is Penley said 
Engineering students alter a car 
to make it run on electricity for a 
nationally competitive race 
CAR 
FROM PAGE 1 
car's fuel tank and exhaust system had to be removed, in 
addition to the diesel engine. 
Additionally, the car's instrwnent panel will be updated to 
allow the driver to monitor the car's electrical system more 
closely. A number of other parts will also have to be installed, 
most notably an array of rechargMble lead-acid batteries to 
power the car. 
Once completed, the car should be able to go about 75 to 100 
miles on a single charge. It will take between four and eight 
hours to recharge the batteries. 
Unlike some other electric cars, the one being built at UCF 
will be capable ofhigh speeds. 
"We hope to do 90 miles an hour and win the race," 
Young said. 
~Announcements 
''Through The Media Looking Glass'' 
Phi Kappa Phi and the UCF Honors Programwilll host a lecture 
with Enis 5. Krauss on the way we see Japan and the 
Japanese, and their perreJ:iions of the Untted States. The 
lecture is Thursday at 2:30 p.m. in the President's Board 
Room, on the third floor of the Administration Building. 
Jewish Student Union 
The Jewish Student Union is now having meetings. Call 
384-0282. 
Cultural Festival 
In celebration of Black History Month, a cultural festival will be 
hek:I in Loma Doone ParkandwiHfeaturetennis, family games, 
seminars, sporting competitions, prizes, ethnic 
foods,merchandise vendors and live entertainmert. The fes-
tival wiH be held Sa1urday arx:J Sunday. 
AduR Survivors of Sexual Abuse 
The Counseling and Testing CenterwiH be hosting a seminar 
for adll suMlors of sexual cD.lse. The session wiH focus on 
the healirJ process concerning the effects of chilctK>Od sexual 
cD.Jse. The ~isopento menand~men. Merrbers meet 
from 3:30 to 5 p.m Cal 823-2811. 
Colege Y-ldeo Contest 
All cal1lXJS video fimrna<ers, regardless of their majors, are 
invited to enter 1he Chris\)phers Video Cortest For College 
Students. 1he oon1:>etli>n is sponsored anrualy by The 
Christophers, a New York~ international mecia Orgarl-
zation which prociJces the syrxtbrted 1V series, "Chistopher 
~· Entries rrust be five "*1utes or under in lef9h arx:J 
express the theme "One person can rrace a difererx:e." 
Emans rrust be enroled il colege. Projects can be created 
on either flm or videotape . Write to: Colege Mass Media 
ancCoom.mcaoons, The Christophers, 12 East 48th Street, 
New York , NY, 10017. Their runt>er is (212)759-4050. 
Anthony De Shazor at right warms up the UCF gospel choir as they sing 
''Prepare Yourself" during the gospel explosion workshop. (DeHoog/FUTUAE> 
UCF gospel choir sings during 
a gospel explosion workshop 
by Jiii Quinzi 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Music and gospel singing filled the Stu-
dent Center Auditorium at the University of 
Central Florida Saturday. 
The African-American Student Union held 
its annual gospel workshop/explosion, along 
with four participating choirs from around 
Florida. 
The participating gospel choirs included 
the Cocoa-Rockledge High School Gospel 
Choir, Bethune-Cookman College Gospel 
Choir, the UCF Gospel and Cultural Choir 
and the Florida Mass A-Capella Choir. 
The singers followed the central theme of 
"The Sweetest of All Sounds is Praise." 
Reverend Willie Warren Sr., who came 
down from the First New Zion Hope Baptist 
Church in Jacksonville, held the first of two 
workshops. He called his workshop "Chris-
tian Survival in Trying Times." The audi-
ence seemed to appreciate his message. 
"He took a spiritual approach to his topic 
in a lecture-type manner," said Katrina Wil-
liams, vice president of the AASU. 
Yolanda Macon, a Christian educator from 
McCabe United Methodist Church in St. Peters-
burg, presented the second workshop. Her ap-
proach to the workshop involved using games in 
order to get all of the participants to mingle. 
Music also tied into her lecture and she used a 
puzzle to relate it all to religion. 
The AASU served a free lunch and planned 
several cultural games such as Win, Lose or 
Draw, black history trivia and an African game 
called Kalaha. 
However, several people left during this free 
time between the workshops and the gospel sing-
ing performance. 
AB a result, the coordinators canceled the 
games as well as a tour of the campus that had 
been scheduled for visitors. 
Derrick Thomas, master of ceremonies for the 
event and president of the AASU, introduced the 
gospel singing. 
The audience included members of the com-
munity as well as university students. 
Williams said she felt the event went well. 
The feeling seemed to be felt by many others as 
well. 
'The AASU was proud to sponsor this type of 
event, which brought different aspects of gospel 
music to UCF," Thomas said. 
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Student Legal Services 
Problems With: 
Landlords 
Insurance 
Contracts 
Traffic Tickets 
Need: 
A Will 
A Name Change 
Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representation in 
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For information or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the Student Center 
Room 210 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Funded throi.:t;!l Aciivity &.: Service Fee by the Student Government N.socialion 
Arbour Village Apartn1ents 
,Arbour Village ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You. 
The freshness of countiy living with the convenience of 
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a 
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just 
walking distance to UCF . 
• 2 laundiy facilities 
• 2 swimming pools 
.Professional management 
•Exercise Room 
.Oversized walk-in closets 
•Small pets accepted · 
•Volleyball/ 2 termis courts 
•Sauna 
VISIT CAPTAIN MERCHANT OUTSIDE THE BOOKSTORE, 
22-23 FEBRUARY 1993, 10:00-2:00 PM OR CALL TOLL FREE 
800/432-2061. 
FURNISHED APARTMENT$ 4VAILABLE 
11600 MacKay Boulevard • OrJa.qdo, Florida 32826 
( 407) 282-7333 
.A CHILD CARE la. 
~ STUDENT GOVERNMENT CREATIVE SCHOOL·FLEXCARE ~ 
PROGRAM FOR .CHILDREN 
If you have children, and have an interest in providing them 
with alternative, quality care while you attend class at UCF, 
please take a few moments to complete ~he following survey 
AND return to the Student Governments Office or an SG 
representative. 
1. How many hours are you presently taking at UCF? 
3 6 9 12 15+ 
2. How many children do you have? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7+ 
3. Ages? ------------------
/~· Are you aware of the Creative School-Aexcare Program? 
Yes No 
A. If your answer to item4 was YES, are you presently utiliz~gthe 
program and if not, why? 
Utilizing Program __ Not Utilizing Program __ 
B. What are you presently paying for child care while you are 
attending classes at UCF? 
(Monthly, daily, hourly?) ________ _ 
C. If your answer to item 4 was NO, would you like more 
information on the Aexcare Program? 
Yes No 
Name _______ _ Phone ______ _ 
5. The present cost for Aexcare registration is $20.00 per child, per 
. semester. As a student, do you feel this is an affordable fee? 
Yes No 
6. The present hourly rate is $2.00 per child, per hour with a 10% 
discount for siblings. As a student, do you feel this rate is afford-
able? 
Yes No 
7. If you answered No to items 5 and 6, how much should Aexcare 
Program for children cost students? 
Registration Fee __ 
Multiple Siblings __ 
Hourly Rate __ 
Ill 
, 
• 
• 
With Visff you'll be accepted at more than 
I 0 million place~ nearly three times more than American Express. 
And that's not a misprint. 
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~ 
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Would you 
help a woman 
being raped 
by a stranger? 
You 're at a party. 
There's lots of drinking 
going on. Some guys 
are having sex with a 
young woman whose 
drink they've spiked. 
You don't interfere, 
thinking it's no big deal. 
Well, the law sees it 
differently. Because if 
she's unable to give her 
consent to have sex, it's 
rape. A felony. 
Punishable by prison. 
It benefits everyone for 
you to stop it from 
happening. You'll be 
keeping a woman from 
tremendous emotional 
pain if you do. And. you 
could be helping your 
friends co1nmit a crime 
if you c1on't. 
©1~90 Rape Treatment 
Center, Santa Monica 
Hospital. 
fRlfNOS OON'l lfl 
Tm lHl Km 
CAll A CAB . 
Tm A STAND. 
f RltNOS ORIVf DRUNK 
The Central Florida Future 
State law111akers 
shirk educational 
responsibilities 
B y the time this issue is published, the Board of Regents should have gotten 
its wish and should now have its flex-
ibility plan in tact, meaning that the ones 
who really need to be flexible are the state's 
university students themselves. 
What "flexibility" means to Florida's BOR 
is really tantamount to "total control." The 
board's argument was along the lines ofhav-
ing control over tuitions not only within the 
system but within the colleges on a given 
campus as well. In any other operation, this 
might be known as price fixing. 
Not so with the state's BOR. 
Of course, all this is hidden under the guise 
of "accountability." But we contend how ac-
countable the board will be. After all, after 
arguing with the board and the legislature 
several times in the past two years, tuition 
has always been increased with a concurrent 
promise to restore academic conditions for 
students. 
Yet, we still have overcrowded classes (in 
one case, a 4000-level literature course that 
had 80 students) and students who need 
classes to graduate but cannot get them 
scheduled until 30 or more students will 
register for said class. 
So where is the "accountability" factor? 
We don't really blame the board too terri-
bly much in this case. After all, it's always .. 
easier to operate when one has no constraints 
df either conscience or responsibility to po-
tential constituents to harness one's impulses. 
One might be inclined to say that the board 
performed a really good sales job in convinc-
ing the state legislators to hand more control 
of the university system over to them. But is 
that necessarily the case? 
It seems much more apparent that the 
state legislattire was perfectly willing to hand 
the board exactly what it wanted without 
considering either the students of this state 
or whether or not there will be any great 
results coming out of such a system. 
Theonlyguaranteedresultwill be, it seems, 
a future of unending, unstoppable and unan-
swerable tuition increases. 
And although it is still exists in name, the 
25/75 rule is on shaky ground. This means 
that the BORmight slowly shift the distribu-
tion of tuition and force an ever-increasing 
load upon the shoulders of students. 
And all the legislatnre has to do is collec-
tively shrug its shoulders and say, "Don't 
blame us; we didn't do it. The board did." 
And the board, being a group of appoin-
tees, won't need to give a tinker's damn about 
how bad the burden may become. 
Once again, the political game ends with 
students left in the lurch. 
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1993 .Presents one wekd St. 
Valentine's Day to UCF, et.al 
Bill Cushing 
WHAT'S NEXT? 
T alk about your Happy · ,' Valentine's Day. 
This year has to mark 
:. the strangest set of amorous 
celebrations yet; gays in the 
military are just the start for 
'93. 
For one thing, Pebbles and 
Barn-Barn tied the knot. 
Barn-Barn indeed. 
Then, Time magazine has 
a cover story devoted to the 
latest scientific findings researching the chemistry of 
love. It seems that there might just be something to 
that Love Potion #9 thing. after all. 
In Sunday's Orlando Sentinel there was an insert of 
personal ads from lovers to lovers. And the damned 
thing was sixteen pages long. That'g a lot of lonely 
hearts. 
And, speaking of personals, did you see some of the 
ones we published in last Thursday's issue? 
I mean, who in the hell is "Pumpkin," "My darlin 
Kiwi," "Raspberry" and "Sweetums?" 
By the way, I didn't see anything in there from or to 
L. Weber ... Did you finally get her to the dining room 
table, Bill? 
Then, there are the things going on right on campus, 
courtesy. of the Campus Activities Board. 
In case nobody's noticed, there's a weirdly "ro-
mantic" theme to this week's movie offerings. Just 
look at the lineup: "Basic Instinct," "Fatal Attrac-
tion" and "9 112 Weeks." 
In case you missed any of these at the theater, they 
all deal with slightly twisted and less-than-healthy 
relationships. 
I don't know who is on the committee for the film 
selection, but youse guys are really twisted. 
And let us not forget to point out the Syracuse, NY 
couple who were wedded in a vat of cherry-flavored 
jello. (The flavor was her choice.) 
But perhaps the award for this year's weirdest 
Valentine's Day thing has to go to The New Yorker 
magazine. Ever since leaving Vanity Fair to come over 
to The New Yorker, editor Tina Brown said she in-
tended to liven things up. 
And, in keeping with the women who put a nude and 
pregnant Demi Moore on the coverofVF, Tina certainly 
has no intention ofletting grass grow under her feet. 
The Feb. 15 issue of The New Yorker shows a couple 
locked in a most passionate embrace. 
But this is no ordinary couple. 
This is an interracial couple. 
Ah-ha! But this is no ordinary interracial couple 
because the male is (apparently) a Hasidic Jew. 
Hot stuff. 
Calµng it "an important cover for us to do," Brown 
warned readers in the future to look for a new look to 
Eustace Tilley, the magazine's staid mascot of the past 
few generations. One can almost hear the sound of 
subscribers dropping out cold. 
All in all, a V-Day to remember for some time to 
come. However, perhaps it is only reflective of the 
change in administrations. 
If this is what we have to look forward to, you gotta 
be glad the Democrats are around. 
Letters Policy 
We encourage our readers to submit letters to the editor. Letters must be typed, no longer than 
. 300 words, and must include the author's name, major, and must be signed. The editorial staff 
reserves the right to edit letters for space. Letters can be sent to The Central Florida Future, P.O. 
Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816 or brought to our trailer on the corner of Gemini Blvd. and Libra Dr. 
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Giving new meaning to embarassment 
Francis Allman 
THINK ABOUT IT 
· The other day some-
one in one of my 
classes was talking 
about life's most embarrass-
ing moments - you know, 
walking out of the bathroom 
trailing about four feet of 
toilet paper on your shoe; 
finding out your zipper is 
down, and everybody in the 
room notices it before you 
do; talking about someone 
in a less than flattering manner, theri realizing 
they're standing right behind you; and my personal 
favorite: getting out of the swimming pool with some 
green substance stretching from your nose to your 
ear, and no one tells you about it. 
But even though these are pretty bad, I had an 
"embarrassing moment" over Christmas that gives 
new meaning to the phrase. 
It all started when my sister asked me to accompany 
her and her 5-year-old son to a department store. I don't 
have any kids, and normally I try not to be alone with 
them ifl can help it; they do things that scare me, like 
talk tome. 
In l.imbo 
Anyway, I was supposed to watch my nephew while 
my sister bought his Christmas presents. We went 
walking around the aisles while he asked me such easy-
to-answer-questions as "Where do bunnies go when it 
rains?" and "How come love bugs are always stuck 
together?" I quic~y got him near the toys so his little 
mind would think of somethirig else. After playing with 
some plastric guns and a loose basketball, I figured rd 
better get him out of there before my sister showed up. 
As we walked away I noticed a pretty young woman 
coming down the aisle toward us. She was just looking 
around aimlessly, but then she looked at us and gave us 
a big smile. 
Now, some of my friends who have kids had told me 
previously that girls love to talk you if you've got a little 
kid with you. I never believed this theory and actually 
thought this information wouldn't do me much good, 
but suddenly here I was with a cute little kid and there 
was this girl smiling at me. 
One of the things I've had to get used to as I've 
gotten older is that pretty young women don't look 
very often (not that they ever looked much), and they 
smile even less. _ 
I smiled back as she passed by, thinking that possi-
bly there was something to this theory. As my nephew 
and I made our way down the aisle, I glanced back at 
this girl and, sure enough, she was glancing back at me. 
My nephew and I went over to the next aisle, and there 
is the same girl comingtoward us again. This time her smile 
is even bigger, and she's not smiling at my nephew; she's 
smiling at me! She even said "hi" as she passed this time. 
I answered with a confident "hello." 
So I start thinking, how am I going to approach this 
girl? Should I tell her this is not my kid right away, or 
should I wait until rve weaseled her phone number out 
of her first? Hmmm. 
While rm debating how devious to be, I notice her go 
up to another pretty young girl, and both of them then 
glance in my direction and smile. 
rm thinking, boy this is great; I should have been 
hanging around my nephew all along. 
Then, BOTH of these girls come walking doWJ). the 
aisle my nephew and I are standing in, and BOTH of 
them say "hi" to me as they passed by. The thing I 
noticed was that they didn't even look at my nephew; 
they were looking at me. Maybe I didn't even need the 
kid, I thought. My mind started to race about my new 
opportunities when suddenly ... 
"Hey, uncle Frank." 
The voice brought me back to earth. 
"Yeah, Mark?" I answered 
"What's THAT?" my nephew asked, pointing at my 
crotch. 
I looked down, and there, on my zipper, centered as 
if placed there by a surveyor, was a fluorescent orange 
sticker about the size of a silver dollar, with big, bold, 
black letters that announced, for the world to see: 
"REDUCED FOR SALE." 
Tony Whitten 
l-IEY, BUDDY.1 YOU 
LEAVING. TilAT SPOT? 
ARE YOU GOrNG m 
YOUR CAR? HUH? UttH? 
O. K. EV£RYOAJE! i'M lfAVING/ 
1JIE BlllD1~5 FOR MY SPar STMlS 
AT 10 BUCJ(S! Do I /WI~? 
rvo, r·/\' J usr 
GOING TO CLASS. 
} 
A CALL FOR WRITERS 
Last semester, I always looked forward to 
readirg the editorials by Jon Sargent and 
Francis Allman in The Central Florida Future. 
They alroost always addressed the bigger 
issues, were generally well-written and 
sounded lketheywere written by auttr:>rs w~h 
a noticeable aroount of intellgence. 
This semester, so far, has been a totally 
different story. In the Jaruary 26th issUe, for 
instance, I cringed at the blatant stupidity of 
Brian Costelb for his editorial tefl1)er-tantrum 
aimed at Vice President Gore. In case read-
ers out 1here either oo rot remen1>er this 
comnertaryordid rot read it in the first place, 
Mr. Costello cans Al:>ert Gore an "assface." 
wtf./? He asked for an autographed pic-
ture and received a cof11JUterized postcard 
instead. He whines and pines that he wishes 
Pall Tsorgas had won and that Gore is not 
irterested in "Putting People First," as I ?Jt-
tilg people first meant caterilg to every whim 
Letters 
me wonder if maybe he, like Mr. Costello, is 
having a terll)er-tantrum as well. Perhaps 
he's just sore because God (or Isis, or Zeus, 
or wtr:>mever) would not play the role of his 
own personal cosmic bellboy ready to dd his 
every bidding. 
Or maybe he is as rn.JCQ of a newspaper 
comnentator as Madonna is a recordirg 
artist. He lacks the talent to oo anythirg 
meaningful with himsel. Unless he can use 
cheap shots against something as personal 
as religk:>n, he sirrpty is not a very good writer. 
Jon Sargent wrote an enlightening com-
mentary titled "Is Christianity Doirg a Disap-
pearillJ M.?' and Francis Allman wrote an 
excellent comnentary criticizing television 
evargelism. Neither one resorted to unfair 
generalizations. On politics, they were just as 
good. Neither one stooped so bw as to call 
any government leader an "assface." 
WHAT MA rrERS IS LAW receive no health care benefits? Dowe pay for 
I read with interest the editorial in The their housing and health care~ also? Or is 
Central Florida Future supporting gays in the itPresidentOinton'sintenttofavorgaycouples 
military. As a combat veteran I feel somewhat over heterosexual non-married couples? Is it 
qualified and compelled to Speak out as I am the federal government's intent to legislate 
sick of the bad reputation the military services that homosexual marriage is now a legally 
are taking concerning this issue, when Con- recognized family unit and institution? If so, 
gress and the president are solely to blame. what do the indMdual state legislatures have 
The military leadership, as well as all offic- to say about the matter? These are only a few 
ers and soldiers, take an oath when they enter of the many issues that must be addressed if 
military service pledging to support and de- we fully legitimize military service for homo-
fend the constitution of the United States, to sexuals. It is in everyone's best intereSt that 
<:bey the orders of the officers (military and these decisions be made in the proper arena. 
civilian) over them, and <:bey the laws set forth For the record, I personally believe all 
in the Uniform Code of Military Justice. That Americarisshouldhavetherighttodiefortheir 
law, 'Nhich the president does not have the - country.Asamatterofprincipal I believe every 
power to change, requires individuals to con- American should be required to serve in some 
duct themselves in a manner that does not capacity as partial payment for the tremen-
bring discredit upon military forces. Officers dous benefits we have in this country. I don't 
would be failing to uphqld their sworn duties if think sexual preference has much to do with 
they did not seek to separate all indMduals the art of war. But I also believe that Congress 
who violate sections as listed in the UCMJ. and the state legislatures must lead by putting 
• of Kirg Brian. 
Their criticisms of government leaders 
ooncerned rruchroore ifll>ortant issues such 
as abuses of pcM'er and faied economic 
policies, not a stupid COfll>Ulerized postcard. 
The fact is that practicing male homosexuals laws and rules in place so ~ the brigade, 
Overal, his edtorial adjs new meanirg to 
the word "chik:tish," and tls ®ice of words 
Die; new meanirg to the word "moronic." 
In the Jaruary 28th issue, it was all I could 
oo to stomach the anti-religious ravirgs of 
Davk:tJ. Stoolberg, who referredto religion as 
"glarrorous brairwashirg." Whie I oo not 
deny that there exists too many beiefs which 
rett on ignorance and work on a oortro~ 
hough-blame platform (and I do not defend 
them), I ~ what exacHy trggered Mr. 
Sh:>ul>erg to write such a terse cxmnentary 
derouncilg al relgi:>ns. His gross generali-
zations on a topic as civerse as religion make 
Costelb and Shou1>erg had the awortu-
nity to write intelligently about bigger issues 
and they failed. For instance, I didn't fird 
anythillJ on the issue of gays in the milltary. I 
didn1 find one word said about Th.Jrgood 
Marshall. I didnl find one word said about the 
pressirg siuatk:>n in Bosnia. Nothing. In-
stead, I read the crazed pinillJ of a couple of 
spoled brats. 
Mr. Sargent! Mr. Alman! Help! Please 
come back! I rriss you! 
Rebecca J. Wahlberg 
Chemistry 
violatecurrentsodomylawsbytheverynature battalionandoompanyc:ommandershavethe 
of their relationships, and therefore fail to tools necessary to continue to enforce good 
adhere to their oath of service. I do not argue conductarddiscplinewithintheforre. lstrorgly 
themeritofthecurrentlaw; I only state the fact believe soldiers should be selec1ed based on 
My concern is that the total impact on gays their ability, not their sex, sexual tendencies or 
in the military has not been adequately pre- color.Butlalsoamnotnaiveenoughtobelieve 
sen1ed to the American public. For example, thatthiswon'tcauseproblemswithintheforce. 
homosexual marriage is only leg&! in a few No one deserves to be discriminated 
states. Do the American taxpayers want to against, but I aJso believe that homosexuals 
spend thousands or millions of dollars to pro- deserve no special treatment or privileges that 
· vide gay couples who only live together with heterosexual soldiers do not receive. 
family housing and health care? What of the Robert A Porter 
unmarried heterosexual couples v.tlo are cur- Captain, U.S. Army 
rently unable to live in military quarters and 
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GREEK CORNER 
DELTA SIGMA Pl 
Brothers, please prepare questions in 
advance for the mandatory open forum 
tommorow. The phone committee will 
provide the details. Proud to be a 
Oeltasigll! 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
Pledges, hope you had a blast at 
Hontoon Island-from your brothers of 
Alpha Kappa Psi I Brothers, be ready to 
give us your best shot on Saturday! 
AK'P 
nKA 
Piker Biker was great, just goes to show 
a Pike fatboy is a smooth ride. Look 
forward to another undefeated season 
of softball sign up at the house. 
Regionals Feb. 26. 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Great job with teeter-totter guys. Thanks 
ZTA for a record-setting year. Hey 
Reed, how about la-z-boys next year? 
Special thanks to Morrissey, Reed, 
Peepster, t:ngel, and everyone else that 
held the fort. AXA soccer still undefeat-
ed & basketball dominating the court. 
CP, the technical was worth it! My tie 
wll:<llE, LrA, & AMI Friday. ZAXI 
Hola Hjspanol 
HASA has its meetings every Tuesday 
at 5pm in the SOL. For more inf. call 
Miguel 862-4121. 
OUTLANDERS 
Outlanders meet at 4pm every Tues. at 
the Gazebo. Call Sam or Ted at 
384-8682 for info. about activities and 
to rsvp for the Manatee trip 2/20. 
Limited space available. 
I 
ROOMMATES 
M. roomy needed to share our 2bd/2bh 
fully furn. apt. in Mission Bay. All 
extras incl; w/d, mstrbd (king sz bed), 
own bh, pool, gym, etc. Call Jim or 
Heather at 671-0674 after 6:00 pm. 
F N/S asap 2br/2bath w/d microwave 
$270 + 1/2 util. located in Woodlands 
leave mess. 382-2151. 
I 
FOR RENT 
Free Apartment Finding Service 
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc. 
. 3300 University Suite 246 657-8282 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
For rent at Cambridge Cir. 2bd 2 1/2ba 
Surfboard 6'3. Quietflight (new) w/nose-
guard and leash. Not a ding wrong with 
it. $300 Al 275-5902. 
Waterbed with headboard and 8 
drawer pedestal $300 obo 366-0528. 
Rectangular tinted glass table and 5 
sturdy silver chairs w/cushions $150.00 
or best offer. 645-2999 ask for Marie. 
New 486SX 25MHZ, 2M ram, 85MB 
idehd minitower, 200W ps, 14· super 
vga color monitor, enhanced keyboard 
$960. Call 277-2883 leave message. 
AUTOS 
Capri '82 ac stick must sell $500 obo 
407-459-1228. 
Honda Accord '85 hatchback auto, air, 
stereo 88,000 miles $2680 excellent 
condition call 380-1690. 
'87 Chevy Cavalier Z24 red PS PB PW 
PL air auto tilt cruise blk int. cloth 
bucket seats 81K miles 4 spk am/fm 
cass good condition asking $4000 Mitch 
277-7752 leave msg. 
HELP WANTED 
February 16, 1993 
Looking for student to pub. the Insider 
Magazine on campus & to manage 
local concert series! We finance 
start-up costs. Earn top income ($5-30 
per hour) & gain valuable exp. Great 
for mkting or advtsing major. Call 
1-800-Scampus. 
Mail postcards and get paid, easy, 
proven program, for app. send $1 cash 
& sase, no other fees~ Wealthy Ways 
P.O. Box 182213 Casselberry FL 
32718 
Marketing Assistant: part-time 
(10-20 hours/week). Computer/typing 
experience a niust. Minuteman Press 
898-on6 
Earn up to $10/hr. Are you looking for 
great hours? Great$$$? And a great 
experience? Don't look any further. 
Market for Fortune 500 Companies. 
Call now 1-800-932-0528, ext. 17 
SERVICES < 
Why leave home to have your taxes 
prepared? Call 679-4729 for FREE 
pick-up & delivery. 5 yrs. experience 
Larry Nethers' Tax Service. 
The Word Processor 
Papers, resumes, theses. 
Professional. Accurate. From $1.50. 
Casselbeny Area. Nancy 339-1093. 
Word Processing lotus 1-2-3, direct 
mail advertising, mail merging, letters, 
resumes, spread sheets, etc. Notary. 
Desires work in my home. Wang 
computer 671-3292 Barbara. 
LOST&FOUND 
Found a cocker spaniel. If yours, please 
call 658-6084 day or 696-4340 
evenings. 
I 
TUTORS 
Accounting Tutor 
CPA/former college instructor. 
Very experienced. 
Call Loretta at 256-1 140. 
Experienced tutoring available for 
Physics, math up to Diff. Eqn., 
Engineering Statics. Call or leave msg 
678-2761 . 
Experienced russian tutor/translator, all 
levels, native speaker call Alona 
677-4645 
townhouse washer and dryer $460 per RPS needs pit package handlers from TYPISTS month plus discount 851-6195. 3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. 
LAMBDA ALPHA EPSILON 
Congratulations to Joy Medred and 
Marla Bowan who will be presenting a 
15 min paper at Emory University in 
Atlanta, Ga. on March 1 and 2 good 
luck. The neld trip to Seminole County 
Jail will be Feb. 26 9-11 call Pat for 
more info Car wash Feb. 27 9-2 
mandatory. Call Stew Helseth for more 
info. please don'fforget about the meet-
ing Thurs. Feb. 18 at 4:00 rm 214 SC. 
AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon 
SC 211. 
EPISCOPAL CAMP.US MINISTRY 
The Content of Christianity Discussion 
every Wednesday, noon, room 214 
Student Center all are welcome. Fr. 
Ashmun Brown, D. Min., Chaplain. 
PHI THETA KAPPA 
There will be a meeting on Thursday, 
February 18 at 6:00 in HPB 215. 
Contact Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd 
Petrie at 382-5933. 
Dive the Fl. Keys with the UCF Dive 
Club. March 5-7. Call .. Andrew at 
382-8007 or join us at our next meeting 
this Friday in SC214 at 4. 
2 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/dryer, walk 
to campus 12187 Descartes Ct. $425 
per month call 695-3055. 
Biweekly contract student apartment 
very good rate please call 273-1500. 
Attractive 2 bedroom apt walk to UCF 
420.00 a month 363-5636. 
2B/2B, duplex, washer-dryer, close to 
UCF, approx. $440. 365-3425. 
FOR SALE 
Queen waterbed for sale with black 
leather headboard call 366-8511. 
Waterbed for sale mattress frame 
heater drawers needs plywood queen 
size $50 obol Call ~ete 382-3695. 
2/2 condo, 1050 sq. ft., plus screened 
balcony. The Colonies, · 5.5 mi. UCF. 
$29,500. 645-5706. 
House 3br2ba lake split plan vaulted 
ceilings great room with formal dining & 
living rooms dbl garage with opener 
xtras $95900.00 657-6224 
\ 
Greeks & Clubs $1000 an houri 
Each member of your frat, sorority, 
team, club, etc. pitches in just one 
hour and your group can raise $1000 
in just a few days! Plus a chance to 
earn $1000 for yo1:1rselfl No cost. No 
obligation. 1-800-932-0528 •. ext 65. 
Alaska Summer Employment-
fisheries. Earn $600+/week in 
canneries or $4,000+/month on fishing 
boats. Free transportation I Room & 
Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or 
. Female. For employment program call 
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5418. 
Need money tor college expenses? 
Club Juana, upscale mens', nightclub 
now hiring dancers & waitresses. _ 
Good money no experience necessary 
adjust hours to fit class schedule. Call 
Mr. White 831-n17. 
Sitter wanted: for 2 children, some 
days and some overnight, 1 O minutes 
from UCF. Ref. required 695-2475. 
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
WordPerfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
KCO INC. Typing/ $1.00/ 678-6735 
Word Processing. Near UCF. 
. 366-0556 
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable. 
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English. 
382-8599. 
Pam B~sley 365-2569. 
Editing/Word Processing/WP 5.1/Laser 
fonts, spreadsheets, and graphs 
available $1.45/pg base 366-7356. 
BE WISE 
Wellness is something fcv everyone 
Expo '93 coming soon to UCF campus. 
March 3, 1993 on Student Green. 
A SWAT production. 
823-5841. 
Spring Break Jamaica go to the 
extreme! FREE parties, great cheap 
food & drinks. Climb a waterfall swim in 
the Caribbean from $299ea (MIA) 
Reggae.Jam 800-UREGGAE 800-873-
4423. 
PERSONALS 
On February 23 and 24 UCF students 
will choose their President. Take five 
and vote. Just bring student ID. 
I am seeking a spanish friend to help 
me speak the langua~e and correct me 
when I am wrong. I JUSt want to hang 
out and talk. Call Mofus 273-0187. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DONNA!!! 
From your friends at the business 
office. 
The Central Florida Future, in cooperationwith Universal Pictures, 
is offering free posters and run-of-movie ~passes to "Army of Dark-
ness." Simply drop by 01:11" trailer (behind the old art domes, on the 
comer of Libra and Gemini drives) and answer this trivia question: 
"Army of Darkness" is a fantasy film about an innocent man (Bruce 
Campbell) hurtled by mysterious forces from the present back into the 
DarkAges where he must battle an army of the dead in a quest for their 
souls - and the chance to return to his own time. 
Name a bookwritten by a famous 19th century American writer that 
deals with a similar topic. 
Sorry, quantities are limited; on]y one per person (each pass good for two) • 
•
• f!t!'I A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service ~~ and your~ ,,..--~·=~-~-;~~~~~~ON~L~YYO~U;C~AN~P~R;EV~E~NT~Fi~OiRE~ST~F~IRiE~S;~;~ii:::==================~---:=----:--:------:-:------.__ ___ r 
-/ Catch TheActzOn Wl 
. . Student Specfal zth Our 
Bffic1enc1es J 2 & 3 Be 
' ' ' drooms • Private Entran , · 
, .....  ,...... ......... . Courts• Club House• . .ce Patio/Porches o Tenr llJ Benvee~~'~:::~d;:;:,m11'~r 
... 671-2400 CP"cjt'11l~ 
Mon. - Fri 9 t 6 S 
. o ' at. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4 
DR. MONICA PETITH 
Licensed Psychologist & Psychoanalyst 
with over twenty years experience 
HELPING MEN &WOMEN 
IMPROVE THEIR MOST 
IMPORTANT RELATIONSHIPS 
ANALYTIC ASSOCIATES 
1850 Lee Road, Wint.er Park 
Lic.#PY0004771 7 40-8080 
r11r IJlftn• 111~1011.tllc 11 
,, ;1hcKll l111nt.tn1· .dh .. 1ulr. r~ 
h• ;u-O; ,11 dL\.\('llion 
intil..IO'iTlllOOIC:, 
(AIJ. TOl.l.·fNl:li 
/l/!l;\fl710N IH>11 llrf / .llfll/ ?JJ.fllfl<.. 
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• BASEBALL 
FROM PAGE 12 
Flnt Games UCF 6, B-CC S 
' through the errors. That's all 
we can do." 
In the second game, the 
• Knights pummeled the Wild-
cats. Sophomore starting 
pitcher Mike Halperin had a 
sterling game, pitching four 
.a 
B-CC 
Lewis 2b 
Marte3b 
White lb 
Robinsonrf 
Jacobs c 
Cunningham Bii 
Brownlf 
Dawsondh 
Ba111cf 
8-CC 001 0110-3 
ab r h bi 
4 0 0 0 
4 0 2 1 
4 0 0 0 
3 1 2 1 
1 0 0 0 
3 0 1 0 
3 0 0 0 
3 1 1 0 
2 1 2 0 
UCF 100 203 x- 6 
UCF 
Morale11 lf 
Golden 2b 
Tocco lb 
Angulodh 
Loudier c 
Marillia cf 
Ball rf 
Garcia Sb 
Lawrence 1 e 
Whittmore pr 
ab r h bi 
4 1 2 1 
2 1 0 0 
3 0 1 1 
4 1 1 1 
2 0 0 0 
2 1 1 1 
3 0 1 0 
2 1 1 1 
2 1 2 2 
0 1 0 0 
Ten Trivial 1idbi~ spoken by mem-
bers of the Russian soccer team, as t.old t.o 
us by so-called interpreters, following 
Saturday's match with the United States. 
10) The fons think it's cold tonight? They should 
be in Moscow in February! 
no-hit innings with seven 
strikeouts. 
E-Still, E. Garcia, Lawrence, Butta, Marte. DP-UCF 1. LOB-UCF 7, B..CC 6. 2B-Ball, 
Angulo, Lawrence, Marrillia, E. Garcia, Marte, Tocco, Morales. HR-Robinson. SB-Angulo, 
Tocco, Morales, Golden. S-E. Garcia. SF-Lawrence, Tocco. 
9) We can't believe it, American women have teeth! 
8) We won - can we go to Wally World now? 
7) If one more person calls us commies, we'll just ... 
6) Anyone want to go to Flea World tomorrow? Freshman Tim Riegert re-lieved Halperin in the fifth, 
allowing one hit and throwing 
two strikeouts. 
8-CC 
Butta, L, 0-4 
UCF 
Still, W,2-0 
Cimilluca, S-1 
T-2:40. 
IP H R ER BB SO 
6 9 6 6 4 4 
6 6 3 2 3 4 
1 2 0 0 0 1 
5) Just say Nyet. 
4) Excuse me, water boy, we put vodka in our coolers. 
3) They call THAT a wave-? The game was called in the 
fifth inning by mutual agree- , 
ment of Bergman and Wild- Beooncl Gau.. UCF to, B-CC 0 
2) No, we don't care if they're planning an EPCOT 
pavillion on Russia. 
1) OK, we admit it, we lip sync the words to our 
anthem! ' cats' head coach Brian Rhees. · The Knights quickly put the 
game out of reach on a nine 
run, six hit first inning. The 
inning was highlighted by a 
home run from junior second 
baseman Eric Golden. 
After the first, UCF contin-
ued to pound the Wildcats, 
scoring 11 runs in the next 
three innings. 
B-CC 
Cunningham ea 
Marte3b 
White lb 
Robinsonrf 
Jacobs c 
Brownph 
Bell2b-p 
Rhodearf 
Daweondft 
Mitchell dh 
Bau cf 
Totals 
B-CC 000 00 - 0 
UCF 933 5x • 20 
ab hr bi 
2 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
150 1 0 
UCF 
Golden2B 
Wainecott BB 
Whittmore c 
Marrillia rf 
Alkire rf 
Gilldh 
Fucile Sb 
Ammanlf 
Mulhalan lb 
A. Garcia lb 
Lawrence 111 
E.Garcia 2b 
Ordwayc 
Wallace c 
Totals 
ab h l' bi 
2 2 2 3 
2 1 1 2 
f3 3· 2 0 
2 1 2 2 
2 2 1 2 
3 1 1 1 
4 3 2 0 
3 2 1 2 
3 2 3 2 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
2 1 1 1 
3 1 1 2 
0 0 0 0 . 
- 29201718 
E-White, Marte. LOB-UCF 5, B-CC 1. 2B-Fucille, Ordway, E. Garcia, WhiUmore 2, Amman. 
38-Marrillia. HR-Golden (1), SB-Amman, Fucile. SF-E:Garcia. 
8-CC 
Thurmond L, 0-1 
Bell 
UCF 
Halprin w, 1-1 
Riegert 
T-1:53. A-202 
IP HR ER BB SO 
3 ltd 17 20 17 5 2 
213 0000 0 
4 0 0 0 1 7 
1 1 0 0 0 l 
UCF golf teams 
prep for spring 
season openers 
by Ken Jackson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF men's and -
women's golf teams are gear-
ing up for their spring sea-
'-------------------------. sons; seasons that will hope-
Want to maximize your perfonnance on the LS~ T? Learn exactly 
what. the test covers and effective test-taking strategies 
· . · from the comi>an.Y tha~ knows the test makers best~ 
Classes are starting right now. Call· 407· 273-7111 
KAPlAN 
The answer to the test question. 
Community Bio-Resources, Inc. 
~ /'• Until Robots 
• . ··':l~ ~·-?' replace humans ... 
;· ·~ ... your plasma will 
:~ ~ always be needed. 
,. ~ 
•/. . 
. ' DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
• Patients in shock 
• Provide intravenous fluids 
forbU111S,surgery,or 
treatments of illness 
• Accident Victims 
• Provide clotting factors 
for hemophiliacs 
• New Reasearch on life 
threatening diseases 
You can earn over $100 per month. 
"We would like to compensate you for your 
time when giving the gift of life" 
BRl'.\G TlllS AI> A:\D RECEl\'E $10 HO:\LS 
FOR \'Ol .I{ FIRST DO'.\..\ TIO~ 
Call for inf onnation and/or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805 
(407) 841-2151 . 
Bri.,g yea bike to tbe 
1111 •DllS l!)Obile repai service -
Every Weci)esday , 9 - 2 PD• aaoss froro tbe Wld .Pizza-<JCF caropas 
UCF 
STUDENT 
SPECIAL 
Fl'llliSB 1••tstlli8. 
Mon-Thurs 
Saturday 
New Hours 
6 am - 11 pm Friday 
9 am • 8 pm Sunday 
6615 E. Colonial Drive 
Crlando, FL 32807 
( 407) 658-8000 
6am-10pm 
12-5 pm 
r----------~----, I GET A STUDENT OR FACULTY I 
I MEMBERSHIP AND RECEIVE A I 
I FREE T-SHIRT. 
OFJt"'ER GOOD THROUGH FEB. 21 I 
'---~------ .. ·------' 
fully lead them to the NCAA 
championships in May. 
The men went as a team to 
the tournament last year and 
the women sent one player, 
Liz Earley. 
"We always seem to play 
better in the spring than in the 
fall," head coach Mike 
Schumaker said. "But that's 
good - we should be playing 
well right up into the NCAAs 
(championships)." 
The men's team finished the 
fall season ranked 24th in the 
nation. They will be led by two 
All-Americans, senior Hans 
Strom-Olsen and sophomore 
Robert Damron. 
They will be joined by 
Adrian Wadey, a sophomore 
transfer from the University 
ofMiami. Miami's golf program 
was eliminated. His acquisi-
tion should bring the team 
more consistency. 
The women, who finished 
the fall schedule ranked 21st 
in the nation, return this spring 
with the same players. They 
are led by senior Connie 
Masterson and freshman sen-
sation Kristen Putman. 
They will be playing this 
weekend in their first event of 
the spring season, the Lady 
Gator Invitational in 
Gainesville. 
The men will also travel to 
Gainesville this weekend for 
the Men's Gator tournament. 
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Magic beat Knicks in triple overtime Valentine's Day treat 
Trace Trylko 
MAGIC MANEUVERS 
The Orlando Magic shrugged 
off critics who have said they can-
not win the biggamesbydefeating 
the New York Knicks 100-100 in 
tripleovertimeSundayaftenioon. 
This Valentine's Day game 
lastednearlythreeandahalfb.ours · 
and was filled with drama from 
start to finish. The Magic jumped 
out to a21-15first-period lead, due 
in little part to Shaqu.ille O'N eal, 
whograbbedtwoquickfoulsin the 
game's first three minures. Or-
lando went on an 18-10 run with-
out O'Neal. 
This war on the court produced 
very little offense. Neither team 
shot well, as the Knicks hit 7 of20 
first-quart.er shot.sand only7 of32 
shots in the second The Magic did 
not shoot much better, but went 
into the locker room ahead, 39-34. 
New York's 34 points was their 
lowest offense output in the first 
BASKETBALL 
FROM PAGE 12 
threaren the Knights. Centenary 
battled into striking dist.ance, but 
UCF pushed them back. 
"We played very good down 
the stretch," Dean said. "That's 
encouraging." 
With onlyfive games remain-
ing, the Knights still have a 
chance for a winning season. 
"This team has-great charac-
ter off the floor," Dean said. 
"They want to do well and they 
work hard at practice. They want 
to have a winning season." 
Centenary (85) 
Foreman 1-7 0-0 3, Comeaux8-16 O..Q 21, 
Taylor 2-7 2-2 6, St.evens 4-7 4-5 12, 
Washington 3-8 0-0 9, 
Jacobs 1-2 0-02,Smith2-60-06,Jast.er 
2-4 0-0 4, Bianchi 1-3 0-0 3, Warren 7-
8 5-619 
UCF(94) 
Davis 9-14 2-4 25, Saxton 9-12 4-4 22, 
Walker 3-6 5-6 11, Phillips 4-7 4-7 12, 
Carter 3-10 2-2 11, Mat.on 0-0 0-0 0, 
Harding0-03-43,Fost.er2-3 l-25,James 
Harper 2-4 1-3 5, 
v anDeusen 0-2 0-0 0 
Halftime-Centeruuy 38 UCF 44. 3-point 
goals-Centenary 12-29 (Comeaux 5-9, 
W ashington3-8, Foreman l-3,Smith2-6, 
Bianchi 1-2,JaoobsO-l), UCF8-19(Davis 
5-7, Carter 3-9, Saxton 0-1, Phillips 0-2). 
Fouled out-none. Rebounds - Centenary 
29 (Jaster 9), UCF 38 (Davis, Harper 7). 
Tecbnicalfouls-V ardeman. Tot.al Fouls 
- Centenary 23, UCF 16. 
half this season. an 86-81 deficit in the first over-
Orlando maint.ained a four- time. His strong defense, includ-
point lead going into the third ing a team-record nine blocked 
quarter due mainly to the strong shots, proved to be an important 
play of Scott Skiles, who tallied factor down the stretch. 
seven points in the third quarter. ~ew York was not helped by a 
Skiles saw 56 minutes of action, woeful shooting day, connecting 
establishing a Magic record for on just 38 of 116 shots from the 
most minures played in a game. field 
The Magic broke New York's "Itjustisn'tgoingtobeapretty 
seven-game winning streak, but · game with the Knicks involved. 
not without the hot hand of Nick It's going to be ugly," Magic head 
Anderson and three overtime pe- coach Matt Guokas said 
riods. Anderson forced overtime Orlando will have little time to 
when he hit a three-point shot rest, as they travel to Detroit to- . 
with less than nine seconds re- night for a meeting with the Pis-
maining in the fourth, nodding tons. Orlando (23-22) faces a Pis-
the score at 79-79. Anderson hit a tonssquadthathaswononlythree 
three-point shot to close New of its last 10. The Magic return to 
York's lead to 78-76. · theirhomecourtfora Wednesday 
'That was an anything-goes eveningmeetingwithDenver. The 
type of game," Anderson said "But Nuggets, whoare3-21ontheroad, 
that's the way it is when you play roundouttheMagicscheduleprior 
the Knicks." to the All-Star break. 
O'Neal hit only 3of17 shots in Orlando's All-Star game rep-
regulation, butgotgoingwhen the resentative, rookie center 
Magic needed him most. He hit Shaquille O'Neal, can be seen 
five of eight shots in overtime and dazzling the NBA greats at 6 
helpedtheMagicbattlebackfrom p.m. Sunday on NBC. 
Three Days 
Onlyf 
Feb. 18 -20 · 
Hot Dog 
49¢ 
:H<><>"teI' Gh:-1s 
on location 
Friday, Feb. 19th 3:00pm to 6:00pm 
and 
Saturday, Feb. 20th 12:00pm to 3:00pm 
These Special Offers are good only at... 
. rM b·1l ~ @ I ~ 
I; 
4009 N. Goldenrod Rd. 
Winter Park, FL 32792 
(407) 677-7988 
Complete Auto Repair Center 
with Car Wash 
Open 24 Hours Per Day I 365 Days 
All Items on this page available while supplies last 
Brian Williams returned to the Magic roster Sunday 
and saw limited action. <FUTURE file photo) 
12-pack Cans 
Limit Two (2) 12-packs per customer 
3 for 
Snickers 99¢ 
~® Buyone 
~Get one FREE 
TurtHla Chips 6.5oz. Bag $1.49 
6-pack $3.29 12oz. Cans 
n1r 
Lil 12-pack $S 99 12bz. Cans • ® , 
• 
6-pack $1 89 
12oz. Cans • 
FREE with purchase of 
COFFEE a Hostess Cake 
• FREE BALLONS • GIVE AWAYS • 
{ . 
0 
• 
. .JI 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• Lady Knights dropped by Buc-kettes, beaten by Bears 
• 
by Jenni Malone 
STAFF REPORTER 
loss to the Lady Bears this season is 
heartbreaking, Frazier said it will give 
the team confidence. 
The women's basketball team con- "At any given time we can beat any 
• tinues to show signs of improvement, team in the conference," she said. 
but it has not been enough to add any Briscoe returned after a one-game 
wins, as the Lady Knights dropped a absence to tally 19 points, Batz con-
• pair of games this week and fell to 3-20. tributed 13 points and 10 rebounds 
The women faced the Buc-kettes and Frazier added 12 points. 
from the UniversityofNewOrleansfor The Lady Bears were led by the 
• the second time this season Thursday Trans America Athletic Conference's 
night at the UCF Arena. In the last scoringleader,AndreaCongreaves,and 
match-up, the Lady Knights only scored her 31 points. 
15 first-half points and turned the ball Frazier and Batz agreed the team is 
• over 46 times. Mean- really ·playing much better 
while, the Buc-kettes ~~~~~~~~~ together. 
blocked 10 shots. "We passed the ball 
Thursday, the women "We need to better and we played under 
played without leading pick Up the control," said Frazier. "Our 
• • 
scorer Missy Briscoe, who intensity" weaknessisstillouryouth." 
• was out with a knee in- Batz said she saw im-
jury. UCF scored only 21 provements in the defense, 
first-half points, en route • Debby Batz although she still saw 
• to a 69-49 defeat. UCF CENTER weaknesses with the re-
The women started bounding. 
slow,takingfiveminutes ••••••••• "We still need to pick 
to sink their first basket. But after up the intensity on defense," said Batz . 
• finding themselves trailing by 11, the "The defense played better and the 
women went on a 17-6 run to even the offense improved." 
score. UCF challenged again late in The women will host the Lady Hat- · 
• the half, but went to the locker room ters from Stetson at 7:30 p.m. Thurs-
down by nine. day and will wrap up their horn~ sched-
The Lady Knights stayed close to ule on Saturday against the TAAC's 
..._ the Buc-kettes until late in the second, leader, F}Qrida International Univer-
but the University of New Orleans .sity. 
• 
• 
• 
pulled away for the 20-point victory. 
The Lady Knights were led by Tricia 
Duncan, who had a career-high 18 
points, lOin thefirsthalf. Tara Gibson 
contributed 11 points and Debby Batz 
and LaTonyaJ ohnson each ·sank three. 
Lonnette Frazier added eight points 
and 12 rebounds. 
The Buc-kettes were led by 
Robin Martin's 17 
points. 
Saturday, the 
Lady Knights played 
the first of a tough 
UCF (49) 
Duncan 8-112-5 .18, Gibson 5-12 0-111, Frazier 
2-12 4-8 8, Batz· 3-10 0-0 6, Johnson 3-9 0-0 6, 
Tsinnie, 0-0 0-0 0, Rockwell 0-0 0-0 O,Nuxol 0-
0 0-0 0, Briscoe DNP, TC?tals 21-55 6-14 49. 
UN0(69) 
MartinS-121-317,Lumpkins 5-106-816, Cook 
...,.,,,:,:,:,:,:,:,.,... 5-13 1-2 12, Robinson 4-12 
Halftime-UNO 30, UCF 21. 
3pointgoals-UCF1-6(Gibson 
1-4,DuncanO-l,BatzO-l), UNO 
1-11 (Cook 1-6, Parker 0-2, 
. Robinson 0-1, Banks 0-1, Skribe 0-1. 
• five-game conference 
schedule, falling to the 
Lady Bears from Mercer Uni- . 
._ versity 68-66. 
·~·~<·::r,,<·~J· Rebounds-UCF 34(Frazier12), UNO 
·'· ·-·:·'-":iMf":~~:~*:' 46 (Martin, Robinson 12).Assists-UCF 
. , .. ~::?.:'.··"""'< 
· '"·::::·;1:j:%::~:r·.. 6 (Gibson 3), UNO 9 (Robinson 8). Total 
Although this second close 
· ~ . fouls-UCF 18, UNO 16. Technicals-None. 
c£NTR 
Lonnette Frazier has been a force for the Lady Knights. She's among the 
team leaders in points.and rebounds tallied per gane. (DeHoog/FUTURE) 
UCF (66) 
Brisroe 8-15 3-5 19, Gibson 4-8 1-3 11, Batz 6-
14 1-2 13, Frazier 3-116-9 12, Johnson 1-5 2-3 
4, Duncan 2-9 0-0 4, Tsinnie 1-6 0-0 3, Rockwell 
0-0 0-0 0, Nuxol 0-0 0-0 O, Totals 25-6813-22 66. 
Mercer (68) 
Congreavesll-24 6-7 31, Simpson3-8 4-5 
10, Layman 4-14 0-0 9, Brown 3-5 0-2 6, Reid 2-
7 0-0 6, Wright 1-5 2-7 4, Webb 0-12-2 2, Totals 
~4-64 14-23 68. 
Halftime-UCF 32, Mercer 31. 3-point goals-
UCF 3-10 (Gibson 2-3, Tsinnie 1-4, Briscoe 0-
1, Duncan 0-2), Mercer 6-23 (Congreaves 3-7, 
Reid 2-6, Layman 1-10). Fouled out-Frazier, 
Johnson, Batz. Rebounds-UCF 49 (Batz 10), 
Mercer 49 (Simpson 19). Assists-UCF 21 
(Gibson 11), Mercer 20 (Wright 9). Total fouls-
UQF 22, Mercer 18. Technicals-None . 
• 
SOCCER 
FROM PAGE 12 
The Soviet Union sent shivers around the world's socoor 
community in 1988 when their team won the gold medal at 
the Olympic Games in Seoul, South Korea Soreer observ-
ers have questioned how much of that talent Russia has 
been able to maint.ain after the split and how much of a 
threat they will be at the World Cup in '94. 
Fres~ guard follows coach &om New 
Mexico and finds her place in the sun 
Darlys Tsinnie hopes to bring winning tradition to Lady Knights 
Since inheriting the former Soviet Union's member-
• ship from soccer's governing body last July, the Rus-
sian team has gone without defeat, triumphing over 
lvte:nco, 1ce1ana, Luxemoourg ana now tne umtea 
States. They have yet to surrender a goal in full 
• international play. 
Although some players from the former Soviet Unio~ 
team have left to play for their home countries, Russia 
• has been able to hold on to a few players from other 
former Soviet Republics. Among them is Ukraine's Igor 
Dobrovolski, who led the 1988 Olympic tournament in 
• scoring with six goals. 
Both sides were a bit diluted on Saturday, having 
potential players playing for clubs in Europe. Among 
• the American players overseas are Eric Wynalda, Hugo 
Perez, Roy Wegerle and John Harkes. Wynalda, play-
ingfor FC Saarbrucken, is among the league leaders of 
the Brundesliga (German first division) in scoring with 
• eight goais as of the midway break. Perez, returning 
from the 1990 World Cup squad, is playing for Ittihad 
Club in Saudi Arabia. Wegerle and Harkes are playing 
• for English first division clubs. Wegerle has scored 
eight goals this season for the Blackbum Rovers, while 
Harkeshas been puttingthe goal in the netfor Sheffield. 
• Thecoldwarwillcontinuewhen the U.S. and Russia 
meet again in Palo Alto, Cali£ Sunday. 
by Jenni Malone 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Darlys Tsinnie knows what it is like to win. She 
hopes to bring her winning experiences to the UCF 
women's basketball team and lead them to a prosper-
That's when I realized what I no longer had." 
The two mo st important things Tsinnie has learned 
from Richardson are to never give up and to set her 
priorities straight. 
"My priorities are family, school and basketball, 
in that order." 
ous tuture. :so tar; Tsmme has been work.mg through Tsmme sma she h.kes .KJ.chardson because he is 
the team's growing pains, as the Lady Knights have calm in every situation and is not intimidated by 
struggled to a 3-20 record. anything. Because of his impressive coaching style 
Tsinnie, a5'6"freshman guard, moved and easy-going personality, Tsinnie de-
to Central Florida from Shiprock, New ~~~~~~~~~ cided to follow Richardson to UCF. 
Mexico, where she was coached by cur- "/have to play "Inevercametovisittheschool,"she 
rent Lady Knights head coach Jerry said. "I wasn't going to play [basketball] 
Richardson. more before coming here. But when I heard 
While at Shiprock with Richardson, aggresive/y." Richardson was comingto UCF, I wanted 
Tsinnie won two state championship to play under him." 
titles. While at UCF, Tsinnie is planning to 
"The first time we won was my sopho- • Darlsy Tsinnie major in business management. 
more year. For me it was mostly experi- UCF GUARD The change from a state champion-
ence, because· I was still learning. The ship team to the youth and inexperience 
second time was my senior year. It was of UCF was a big adjustment. 
hard work, but it was fun. We only lost once [during "We are still learning everyday and we have im-
the regular season]." proved a lot from the beginning of the year," she said. 
During her senior year, Tsinnie was named to the Tsinnie feels her personal strength is shooting 
North and South All-Star team. (.348 field goal percentage and .360 3-point percent-
"It was the first time I played without Mr. age.) Her weakness is her defense. To !mprove, 
Richardson," Tsinnie said. "I missed him a lot The Tsinnie said she will work harder in practice. 
Northcoachwasbad.Hedidn'tusehisteamintheright "I have to play more aggressively. I have to learn 
way. Mr. Richardson finds the strength in his players. to anticipate the defense instead ofreact." 
• 
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UCF blasts B-CC 
in doUble header 
by Alan Byrd 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The University of Central Florida Diamond 
Knights extended their winning streak to three games 
by sweeping the Bethune-Cookman Wildcats in a 
double header, 6-3, 20-0, Saturday at the UCF Base-
ball Complex. 
Even though UCF (3-3) hit a team-record seven 
doubles in the first game, they couldn't take the 
Wildcats (0-9) out of the game until the sixth innirig. 
The game was tied going into the fourth. Then 
UCF scored two runs on a double by sophomore third 
baseman Eddy Garcia and a sacrifice fly by freshman 
shortstop Rich Lawrence. · 
B-CC tied the game in the bottom of the sixth on 
a home run by right fielder Chris Robinson. UCF 
quickly squashed any comeback attempt when they 
scored three runs in the sixth to put the game away 
for good. Senior relief pitcher Michael Cimilluca 
gained his first save of the year in relief of senior 
starting pitcher Jimmy Still (2-0). 
Diamond Knights take 01:1 
Flagler Saints tonight at 
UCF Baseball Complex 
Staff Report 
The University of Central Florida Diamond 
Knights take en the Flagler Saints tonight at the. f 
UCF Baseball Complex. 
Flagler could be a challenge for UCF. The Saints 
have started the season with a bang, going 5-1. 
The Saints are capable of scoring many runs very 
quickly. In Saturday's g~e against Northwood, 
Flagler scored 16 runs, hitting four home, runs. 
Quick Facts 
Lawrence had a stellar day at the plate, going 2-
2 with one run and two RBis in the first game. He 
scored a run and an RBI on a wnlk in the second 
game. "I just swung the bat well," Lawrence said. 
"We should have played better (in the first game). We 
weren't up to par." 
The Knights dominated the Wildcats, 6-3 
and 20-0, in a.double-header. <O.Hoog1FuruREJ 
On the mound, Still pitched six innings; allowing 
six hits, two earned runs and two walks. He also 
threw four strikeouts. 
Although the Diamond Knights played well at the 
plate, their defense was suspect. The Knights had 
three errors in the first three innings. "We were 
pretty sloppy," he~d coach Jay Bergman said. "Most 
of it · is blamed on inexperiencerW e have to play 
BASEBALL continued page 9 . 
U.S. falls in World Cup tune-up 
by Andrew Varnon 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU.RE 
The United States and Rus-
sia reopened a cold war of sorts, 
in a defensive battle Saturday 
night at the Florida Citrus Bowl. 
Somewhere between the 12th 
minute and the end of the first 
half, the United S,tates World 
Cup representative lost to the 
Russian soccer team in front of 
a crowd of 13,651 bleacher 
stampers. 
In the 12th minute of the first 
half, Russia received the fruit of 
Russia's Andrei Chernishov (3) and U.S. 's Peter 
Woodring (14) vie for possession. <o.Hoog1FurnAEJ 
their persistent attacks - a 
point-blank volley bent around 
U.S. goalkeeper Tony Meola by 
forward Oleg Sergueev for the 
only goal of the evening. It was 
all Russia needed to extinguish 
the U.S., which only posted one 
shot on goal during the night (to 
Russia's six) and by the second 
half ceased to be a threat offen-
sivel;,c. 
The U.S. started out with 
patience almost to the point of 
swagger. They moved the ball 
effectively through the ranks 
and kept possession while eye-
ing offensive chances. However, 
the chances seldom, if ever, ap~ 
peared. 
Russia, on the other hand, 
ran its offense with a flair, mak-
ing bold runs and challenging 
the U.S. ·back line with through 
passes. 
By the second half, Russia 
established dominance, moved 
the game at their pace and was 
able to ride Sergueev's goal to 
victory. 
U.S. head coach Bora 
Milutinovic realized his sqaud 
faced a formidable foe at the 
Citrus Bowl. 
"It is never good when you 
lose a game. First we need to 
know against who we played. 
This is a very great Russian 
team," Milutinovic said. 
The loss marks the first time 
the U.S. played the Russian 
national team. Against the 
former Commonwealth of Inde-
pendent States, the U.S. na-
tional team ·is 1-1, against the 
former Soviet Union, 0-5-1. 
SOCCER continued page 11 
Running Knights beat 
up on ~ntleman, 94-85 
by Alan Byrd 
STAFF REPORTER 
fense," Dean said. "We are not 
playing good enough defense to 
win." 
UCF men's basketball team Davis, who had twisted his 
held Centenary's leading ankle during practice, was hot 
scorer, Nate Taylor, toJust six almost all night. He missed 
points and defeated the Gentle- only two shots from the three-
man 94-85 Thursday in the point line. 
UCF Arena. "The three-point shot felt 
The Gents (8-13) cut UCFs good," Davis said. "I just kept 1 
(9-13) lead to five in the closing on shooting them." 
minutes of the game, but Centenary was led by for-
couldn't get any closer. After a ward Jamar Comeaux, who 
steal and a slam dunk by UCF scored21 points. Tyrone War- ' 
forwardDarrylDavis, the Run- ren came off the bench to score 
ning Knights 19 points, includ-
pulled ahead to ~~~~~~~~ ing 13 in the sec- c. 
win the game, "I'm not happy ond half. 
sinking five un- The Gents, 
answered points about the de- who are on pace to • 
in less than a tense" set an. all-time 
minute. NCAA steals-per-
UCF had an game record, had 
outs tan d in g ·Joe Dean an off night defen-
night on the of- UCF HEAD COACH sively, taking only 
fensive side of the eight balls from the 
"( ball, shooting 55 Knights. 
percent from the field. All five Early in the game, it looked 
starters scored in double fig- as if UCF was in for a long 
ures. • 
Davis led all scorers with 25 
points, including a season-high 
iiYethree-point shots and seven 
rebounds. Forward Victor 
Saxton added another 22 points 
and shooting guard Ray Carter 
tallied a double double, scoring 
11 points and 11 assists. 
All was not well on the de-
fensive end. Although UCF 
head coach Joe Dean was 
pleased with the win, he was 
disappointed in the play of the 
Knights. 
night. The Knights scored the • 
first basket of the game but 
quickly had three turnovers, 
allowingthe Gents to open up a c 
·five-point lead. UCF battled 
back, with the lead changing 
hands 10 times in the first 10 < 
minutes of the game. The 
Knights put together a 12-2 
run and built the lead to 11 
points. They closed the half on 
top, 44-38. 
Although the Gent.5 never led 
in the second half, they did < 
"fm not happy about the de- BASKETBALL c:oriinued page 10 
LADY KNIGHTS page 10 
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Temp Vanishes 
On Groundhot Day 
<Above) - Bill Murray stars with another rodent. 
CRight) - Lara Flynn Boyle brings a new definition 
to the word .. Temp ... CTop)-Suthertand, Bridges 
and Travis are tom to pieces in .. The Vanishing." 
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c 1997 The 011 e Garden Restaurants 
HERE'S A COURSE 
THAT COMBINES 
ITALIAN AND 
ECONOMICS. 
ALL 
YOU 
CAN 
EAT 
It As 
• 
forTheM._· 
Tht pnnciplc: rhe more v.:ays you have uf .. learning 
something .. the bcrcc·r-you'll und.ersrnnd it. Academic types 
: ui.11" rhis .. r1rnhi-mocl:1I 1e~1rning ." At Kaplan Test Prep .· we 
SPAGHETTI, 
GARDEN SALAD, 
& BREADSTICKS 
call ir cross- rraining for dw mind. · · 
. ·Ar ..Kapl«rn. we imcgr<HC mt?re different learn mg ap-
proaches than any other program When you tram for the 
. \:IC~ A.T with us, you'll have access to li\ 1e classes, a.uc..ltL) 
. rcinror.ccmems. academic and Strategy clinics, borne Study 
notes and individual tutoring. You'll t:.:tkc practice tests that 
run ine ·ga1~rnt . fnii11 copic drills. tl) full-length ·rclca'sec.I 
exams. frnrn cape-cl sell-rests ro a·snnularccl MCAT 
$5.25 
WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM 
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff 
member; just show us_your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat 
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad 
and warm garlic breadsticks. - _., _. · 
It's all just $5.25. And you twe.-,~~r ~- ·- .f ·  
don't have to be a math • 
major to figure out that · · A . 
that's a great deal. ~ALiAN HESTAllHANT 
WHERE Ar.r.THE BEST Or I1A1 Y Is YouRs.~ 
. Available only at: 
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381"8084. 
\Yith this kind tirrnining, no wo-nc.kr Kaplan produces 
. more t1..1p t\!CAT srn-rcs ,me! prepares more med school 
G1.ndrdarcs chan·;_d11.1rhcr courses comhiriecl . 
· KaplanMCATPrep. 
27·;3~ 7 _11_1_ 
Personal and Business 
Mary Ayuso 290-8478 
J>BVANEv·s 
Sports Pub & Eatery 
Resume Special! 
7660 University Blvd . . 
U11iversity & Goldenrod 
Goodings Center 
679-6600 
EVERY THURSDAY 
REGGAE 
NIGHT 
* $1.50 Bottles RED STRIPE 
*AUTHENTIC LIVE REGGAE 
9:30PM - 1 :00 AM 
The right introduction can make all the difference when 
you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you 
create a professiqnal resume package. 
t Fonnat and design assistance 
t Typesetting 
t Reproduction on fine 
stationery 
_j 
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Panic strikes moviegoers as· 1MANT' springs to life 
Remerrt>erthechildhoodinfatuationsinjunicrhig'lschcx:>I. imagination that make this film entertaining. Simon 
Remember your first love. Fenton and O~ri Katz play two young boys searching 
Where did you go on your first date? for love on the small island. But Kellie Martin offers the 
It was probably to the movies. epitome of childhood innocence combined with ado-
The thrill of seeing a larger-than-life story with some- lescent lust as Sheny, the target of Katz affections. Her 
one you love in a darkened theater has been a mainstay previous involvement with greaser/bad poet Harvey has 
in American society since the '20s. madeherawareofherbody, butun8'Nareofhermind. This 
In "Matinee," director Joe Dante C "Gremlins") leads her and Katz into a dangerous situation. 
brings an entertaining story of innocence, the love of Dante's use of fear of nuclear annihilation in dream 
movies and nuclear war in the '60s Key West to the and reality sequences add a heightened element of 
filmgoing public of the '90s. excitement to the film. The recreation of the old B-
Made on location at Universal Studios Florida and in movie "MANT" and the teasers for its release add to 
and around Cocoa Beach, the film recreates the this film's realism. 
southernmost tip of the United States during the Although filled with magic, "Matinee" is different 
Cuban Missile Crisis. ·from Dante's usual directorial projects. "Gremlins," 
John Goodman plays Lawrence Woosley, a horror . "lnnerspace" and "The Burbs" all contained the dark 
filmmaker who is creating a whole new movie experi- element of violence and death. This is the first time 
ence in Rumble-Rama called Atomovision Cyou can just since Dante made "Explorers." a film produced in 
imagine what that is) with his new movie "MANT" Chalf 1985, that he creates a fantasy picture solely through 
man, half ant, all terror). Goodman is his usual jovial the imagination of children. 
self. creating a screen presence reminiscent of Norm Through the eyes of these young children, Dante· . 
on "Cheers." Cathy Moriarty plays his actress/girt- recreates childhood love and the lure of movie magic 
friend Ruth as well as Carole in the movie-within-a-movie . in "Matinee." 
"MANT." As Ruth, Moriarty offers sarcastic and rude 
ref!larKs to Goodman's sly but remarkable vision. 
But it is the kids with their unabated fantasy and 
• tim wassberg 
central florida future 
John Goodman stars as Lawrence Woolsey the 
"Master of Horror" in "Matinee." <court•ytuniversa1> 
Bill Murray joins Chartie Chaplin and J,rry Novvyou see her, novvyou don't 
Lewis as one of comedy's all-time greats Hollywood buries another foreign film in the remake graveyard 
Has there been onedayinyourlifeyou Ramis, his co-star in "Ghostbusters" and his After viewing the thriller, "The Van- Men And A Baby"), a waitress, who 
wish you could live forever? A perfect director in "~hack." Murray is allowed ishing," I realized I had fallen into a trap becomes his confidant, and they soon 
day where nothing goes wrong? . to roam wildly but always stays in touch I swore I would never do when reviewing fall in love. 
Surprisingly, Bill Murray got that with his audience. Andie MacDowell of remakes: Compare the two films. - Three years later, Jeff is somehow 
chance. But. instead of living out the "sex, lies and videotape" creates a com- "The Vanishing" is a remake of the reminded of his girlfriend's disappear-
greatest day of his life, he gets stuck in passionate and sensitive love interest for 1988 Dutch film of the same name. Both ance and he begins his search again. 
Puxtawaney, the city where Groundhog Murray and is stellar in her performance. versions have similar plots and the same This eventually leads to the confronta-
Day originated. He is forced to relive the While you may think "Groundhog . director, George Sluzier, but the results tion between Jeff and the kidnapper, and 
day over and over. Day" would seem to drag on because are quite different. The or:iginal was a from then on, it is strictly a slasher film 
The sheer orginalily of the st.bject makes of its repetition, this is nottrue. Despite disturbing and spiritually powerful film. formula.' · 
thefilmworthwatching.Seeingthesamethings the fact that it's the same day, Murray This new version is simple, brainless The film has problems from the very 
~ OYer again in ranchm sequence, then always finds himself at different places Hollywood trash. ' _ beginning. The character of kidnapped 
> contorted by Bill Murray to create the perfect at different times. Murray also sewes The film tells the story of Jeff <blandly girlfriend Diane is barely in the film. 
day is both enchanting and entertaining. well as a romantic lead in ·comparison to played by Keifer Sutherland of "A Few You have to ask yourself why he is 
Bill Murray is absolutely fantastic in this MacDowell,andtheirscenesareheart- Good Men") and his girlfriend, Diane even looking for her? And, the acting, 
role. His separate approach to each of the felt and truthful. Cplaye.d . by Sandra Bullock), driving well itissounbelievablethatit is an insult. 
different obstacles he faces is comically "Groundhog Day" recreates the through the Pacific Northwest to sight- The characters are the most gullible 
inspired. In what other movie could a ground- same day with a grand amount of origi- see. people you have ever seen. How many 
hog drive a Ford truck. a person become nality, groundbreaking humor and just During the trip, the couple stops at times can one person fall for that "Why 
immortalandsubjecttheaudienceto numer~ the right dose of sentimentality and a gas station and Diane mysteriously don't you drink the drugged coffee so I 
ous renderings of Sonny and Cher's "I Got romance. Murray again proves his vanishes. In the next scene, we find can kill you?" trick? 
You Babe" before sitting back and watchfr19 comic genius, this time with a romantic out that the kidnapper is Jeff Bridges Sluzier' s direction is bland, and it kept 
Murray play piano with a jazz band. Every spin. MacDowell is great and offers a ("The Fisher King") and that he is a me wondering if the director did this 
single one of these scenes is inspired and sensitive, caring contrast to Murray's mild-mannered slow-witted guy, some- fiasco on purpose, so that he could 
seems improvised by the masterful Murray. wildness. It brings back a movie expe- one whom no one would ever suspect - protest Honywood's insistence on de-
He reinforces his position as one of the great riencefilled purelyofentertainmentang of kidnapping. . straying great foreign films. 
screen comedians of all time a1ong with laughter. Meanwhile, Jeffisdesperatelysearch-
Charlie Chaphn and Jerry lewis. · -e tim wassberg ing for Diane, but he soon meets Rita • eyal goldshmid 
Cdatx>rating oo his sixth project with Hcroki central florida future Cinanelyplayed byNancy Travis of "Three central ftorida future 
That damn 1Temp' is killing ·me: A film that needs to be fired 
Maketing exocutiYe Peter Dans has a problem. His reN secretly is m d:>sessive, 
~ kilerwho jJst wants to m:JVe up i1 the compCl"'o/ no matter who gets in her way .. 
CX is sre? That~ pretty m..cll sums 1.4J the reN tfaS¥ttder "The Temp." By the end 
d the rn:Me. the real~ is "who rea~ cares?" 
Thefilm ~the basicd:>sessivettvila"mode aoo has fewocn.nencesof originality. "The 
Hand That Rocked the Office" or "Fatal Notation" night be more suitable titles for the film. 
Ea+y i1 the film we receive the oblgatoryforeshocbMng of a dangerous chara::terVvhen the 
tef11> crushes a threatening bee. 01. ~is she scary! 
The ooly bltjlt spots in the ftn are sane ~'httty ere-liners ard the performmce 
dUl"a Ftyrn BoyleasthelooneylOOder-cSliber. Eventha.gh Kevin Falls' scriJX ~ herWth 
a stereotwCaf ~ch role, Bc¥e rm1aQeS to exude an auraof aoocism ard dITTJer. Her 
ooft. deep \tOCe and stri<ng beauty make her a pleas.ire to 'vVBtch even though the material is 
bebNher. 
The fWTI also stas tv.o Academy Award-iMnning performers. Tmothy t-lrtton sinks to reN 
levels Wth a bla'ld peifoimance as Peter Derns. ard fcr some reason Faye D..rla.vayshoY-Js l4' 
as the feisty ~ of the cc:mf'.13ny. DMght SdUtz Cfamerly an "A T earn" member), 
Stephen Wfber'CTV's "Wrgs") and Oliver Aatt C"Ratlms") round o.rt the ll"lderutilized cast 
The fWTI nEMI" rises cbove its preddalle script. and L11fortu1ateY for the \'iettver, tns temp 
cbes rd: receive an ear¥ dsmissal. 
• scottjocobson Faye Dunaway and Timothy Hutton star in Paramount's recent 
c::entra flcroa futt..re release, a corporate thriller ''The Temp." <court .. ytparamount) 
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WINTER 
PARK '-olo o., ]<> 
AJJ, UCF ~0''--'0 ' ----
STUDENTS 
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT 
2 for 1 large daiquiris 
an Davor 
$1 Tooters 
*Blue Kan1ikaze *Sex on the Beach 
$1 Jello Shots 
310 S. Park Avenue 
.647-8719 
r-------------------------, I Bring in this coupon and receive - . 1 
: 4 Free Jello Shots . : 
I on Tuesday Only I 
I Must be 21 Years Old to Enter I L-------------------------~ 
OUTLET· 
Bring Friends ... 
Roommates ... 
and Money!!! 
. Belz Facto_ry 
· ou·tlet World 
Mall 2 
363-4670 
10% ·~tudent discount on roQular ·merchandise with UCF ID 
;~~:m~~~'. ::::);:}i:~:!~: 
i;;::m:~:;:,::::\:,;t:::: 
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I SPRJ[!WG BREAK "9~" I (WHEN I" LOS ANGELES VISIT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS HOLLYWOOD ®)(CALL(818) 508-9600) (WHEN IN ORLANDO VISIT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS FLORIDA®)(CALL(407)363-8000) 
COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU. 
I · i 
1 DAYTOIWABEACD I 
$99.00 Plus Tax 
7 Nights 8 Days 
Per Person Based 
OR/ $57.00 Plus Tax 
Per Day, Up to 
4 in a Room 
INCLUDES 
i 
i 
! 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I 
i 
! 
On Quad Occupancy 
*Fr~e Breakfast Daily 
*Continuous Pool Parties 
*No Cover in Night Club 
Reservations and College 
ID Required 
! 
"Continuous" Filming ! 
i 
1-800-756-8827 
as Seen on MTV I ! 
Paradise Im 
i 
: 
f 
! 
I 
i 
i 
. Daytona Beach, FL 32118 I 
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333 S. Atlantic Aven.ie 
Get the best all-around CLAST prep book from the 
original Florida CLAST guidebook publisher. 
You'll discover where you need help, and you'll get 
the help you need. Nothing more. We won't waste 
your time. ~ 
You'll get instruction and four sample tests each in 
reading, writing, and math --plus CLAST essay-
writing information. All answers are explained. 
Ask for it at your college bookstore today. 
,, 
H&H Publishing 
Company, Inc. 
Your Florjda 
CLAST Connection. 
(813) 442-7760 
• 
